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Description New 2024 Ember RV Overland Series 221MSL Ember RV Overland Series travel
trailer 221MSL highlights: Kayak/Bike Storage Door Full Bath 18' Electric Awning
Dual Bedroom Nightstands Two Jack-Knife Sofas Tandem Axle   You're going to
love everything about this travel trailer that can comfortably sleep three to six
people each night, depending on your bunk configurations. There is a spacious
storage locker that can be used for hiking gear, plus a kayak/bike storage door for
quick and easy packing. The Embertrack system lets you convert the benches to
twin bunks, double-size bunks, a desk, or remove them altogether for more
storage space. You will enjoy the queen-size Murphy bed up front, along with the
"stargazer" skylight for nighttime views, along with dual nightstands and dual
wardrobes to keep your clothes tidy. And in the morning you can relax on the jack-
knife sofa with a removable table once the bed is put away. This trailer also
includes a full kitchen with a 12V refrigerator, an air fryer convection microwave
oven, a dual burner cooktop, and a stainless steel sink for easy clean-up.    Each
one of these Ember RV Overland Series travel trailers and toy hauler were built to
meet the needs of today's most discerning RVers with layouts to fit couples and
families! The CURT independent suspension comes with heavy-duty coil springs
with dual shock absorbers on each wheel, and the 5-sided aluminum frame
construction is sure to hold up through whatever adventure you throw its way.
Laminated Azdel Onboard composite walls and rooftop prevent rotting or molding
of the unit. Their chic interior design comes with structural composite flooring
that is durable and easy to clean, dual pane caravan windows with integrated
thermal shades/screens for added privacy, and an EmberLink smart RV control
system to use at the touch of a finger. The Off-Grid Solar package lets you go
further into the woods and the Safety First package helps you arrive safely to each
destination. You will also appreciate the Luxury Package with an air fryer
convection microwave, the Overland Package with an XL fresh water tank, and the
optional Max Solar Package for maximum off-grid capabilities!
Bunkhouse|Murphy Bed
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2024 Overland Series 221MSL $79,473
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 43277
VIN Number: coburg-43277
Condition: New
Length: 313
GVW: 7550
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 1

Item address 90915 Roberts Rd, 97408, Coburg, Oregon, United States
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